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SESSION 3 
 

CULTURAL GLOBALIZATION, CONSCIOUSNESS, AND THE MASS MEDIA 
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CCUULLTTUURRAALL  GGLLOOBBAALLIIZZAATTIIOONN  TTHHEEOORRIIEESS 
 

 the growing interdependence of the world 

 the global stretch of social relations 

 the rise of global consciousness 
 

“Globalization as a concept refers both to the compression of the world 
and the intensification of consciousness about the world as a whole” 

(Robertson, 1992, p. 8) 

 

“transformation of local, and even personal, contexts of social experience” 

(Giddens, 1994, pp. 4-5) 
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EEAARRTTHHRRIISSEE  LLIIVVEE::  IIDDEEAATTIIOONNAALL//  CCUULLTTUURRAALL  AAPPPPRROOAACCHHEESS  TTOO  GGLLOOBBAALLIIZZAATTIIOONN  
 

TELSTAR 1 
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  first satellite television broadcast: July 12, 1962 
 “Earthrise”: Apollo 8 mission, December 24, 1968 
 
 single human community through technical innovation 
 virtual community 
 single human network of instantaneous “real-time” interaction 
 communication technologies 
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 Main currents: 
 

1. “an emerging global culture of consciousness” (Waters, 1995, p. 62) 

2. “globality”: “the circumstance of extensive awareness of the world as 
a whole” (Robertson, 1992, p. 78) 

3. systematic interrelationship of “all the individual social ties that are 
established on the planet” (Waters, 2003, p. 152) 

4. Giddens: “intensification of worldwide social relations….” 

5. “genuinely world-wide ties” (Giddens, 1990, p. 64) 

6. space has shrunk, localizations of time disappear (Harvey, 1990) 

7.  “reflexive” orientation to the world as a whole—increased 
“compression” of the world, “increased consciousness” (Robertson, 
1992) 

8. human interdependence, human moral imagination 

9. Universalism, particularism, centre, periphery: obsolete 
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CCUULLTTUURRAALL  PPHHEENNOOMMEENNAA  AARREE  GGLLOOBBAALL  PPHHEENNOOMMEENNAA??  
 

“some of the most significant cultural phenomena of our time have to do 
with responses to and interpretations of the global system as a whole. 
More specifically, globalization involves pressure on societies, 
civilizations and representatives of traditions…to sift the global-cultural 
scene for ideas and symbols considered to be relevant to their own 

identities” (Robertson, 1992, p. 46) 

 
  Beyer, 1994 
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DDOOUUBBTTSS??  
 Robertson, 1992, p. 184 
  Friedman, 1994 
 
“the problem of whether humanity ought to be subordinate to the state, cosmopolitanism to 
nationalism, is…one of those that arouses the greatest controversy today. There could not be a graver 
issue….Now mankind’s goals are still higher than the loftiest national goals. Then should not 
supremacy be accorded the objectives of mankind in general?...in contrast with the nation, mankind 
as source and object of morality suffers this deficiency: there is no constituted society. It is not a social 
organism having its own consciousness, its own individuality, and its own organization. It is only an 
abstract term by which we designate the sum of states, nations, and tribes, which in their totality 
constitute mankind. The state is actually the most highly organized form of human organization in 
existence, and if one may believe that in the future states even greater than those of today may be 
formed, there is nothing to justify the supposition that there will never emerge a state embracing the 
whole of humanity. However, in any case, such an ideal is so far distant that there is no reason for 
considering it at this time. Now, it would seem impossible to subordinate and sacrifice a group that 
does in fact exist, that is at the present a living reality, to one not yet born and that very probably 
never will be anything but an intellectual construct. According to what we have said, conduct is 
moral only when it has for its object a society having its own structure and character. How can 
humanity have such a character and fill such a role since it is not a constituted group?” (Durkheim, 

1961, pp. 75, 76) 
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